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A MONSIEUR MARK KAC, 
A L'OCCASION DE SON SOIXANTE-DIXIEME ANNIVERSAIRE 
It is now well known how one can write a probabilitic representation 
formula for parabolic equations associated to quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonians. In the case of a scalar potential, this was first done by Kac 
[6] and is known as the Feynman-Kac formula, and for a spin l/2 particle 
in an external electromagnetic field, this was done in [2] and rigorously in 
[4]. The passage from diffusion equation to the corresponding Schrodinger 
or Pauli equation could be, at least in principle, performed by analytic 
continuation (in time or in Planck’s constant), but this approach is neither 
constructive nor convenient. In [9], Maslov and Tchebotarev found a direct 
probabilistic formula for the Schrodinger equation by reinterpreting the 
perturbation series in term of a Poisson jump process. In [ 11, a new 
derivation and some other applications of this formula were obtained, 
starting with the heat equation and doing a canonical transformation in the 
Feynman-Kac formula so that the analytic continuation to real time can be 
explicitly done. 
The subject of this article is to apply the same kinds of ideas in the case of 
Dirac equation in an external electromagnetic potential which does not 
depend on time, and to give, in that case, a rigorous version of the 
Feynman’s path integral. The main idea is to consider the kinetic energy as a 
perturbation of the potential and, to do this conveniently, we first perform a 
* This work was done while the author was visiting the University of Southern California. 
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Fourier transform on space variables so that the electromagnetic potential 
becomes a convolution operator which is matrix-valued and the kinetic 
energy becomes multiplication by a matrix valued function of p. We obtain 
the solution of Cauchy’s problem as a mathematical expectation on a 
Poisson process constructed with the potential. This article treats the slightly 
more general case of system (1) generalizing Dirac system. The solution of 
Cauchy’s problem is then given by the formula (21). 
If we do an inverse Fourier transform in p of formula (21) we obtain a 
solution of hyperbolic systems in n + 1 variables, for N unknown functions. 
with constant dominant symbols but with nonconstant 0 order terms. Such 
problems for 1 + 1 variables can be treated directly in the physical space- 
time using other kinds of Poisson processes (see [7 ] and [3 I), but this 
approach does not seem to generalize easily to n + 1 variables with IZ > I 
except by using random evolutions. Finally we mention the work of Ichinose. 
who finds a path integral version assuming that the principal symbol of the 
hyperbolic system gives a solution with L” bound, which is obvious for 
n = 1. We avoid this problem by working in momentum space, using our 
formula. 
1. DIRAC'S EQUATION IN WEYL REPRESENTATION (See 181) 
There are many ways to write Dirac equation. We shall use here the 
Weyl’s representation (or also bispinor representation) used also in (3 I. 
Let X, , x2, xj the three spatial coordinates, t the time, v = ‘(v, , vZ, wj, I,Y~) 
a four components spinor. We denote by 0, , u2, u3 the three Pauli matrices 
and we define the 4 x 4 matrices 
where Z,V is the N x N identity matrix. Let A,, A 2, A,, A, be the four 
components of an external electromagnetic potential. Then the Dirac 
equation for IJ/ can be written 
1 aw ----= 
i at ‘, Yj ,c-, 
+$-eAj v+yY4eA,yl+m,& CD) 
J 
where m, is the rest-mass and we have chosen units such that c = h = 1, and 
e is the electric charge of the particle. 
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We now do a Fourier transform on the space variables in (D); denote the 
spinor again by vu. We have 
Ial// 3 4 --= 
i at v YjPj Y - x VjJj * V + m&J jZ1 j=l 
where aj is the Fourier transform of A, and * denote the convolution 
aj* Yl 
aj*y= ; 
i i aj * W4 
with (Aj * V,>(P) = 1 V,(P + q)aj(S> 4. Here P = (P~PZP~ is the 
momentum variable. 
We now want to solve the Cauchy’s problem for (D’) assuming that the 
Aj does not depend on t This means that we solve (D’) for ~(4 p) given 
w(O, P> = W,(P)* 
Remark. In 1 space dimension (and 1 time) we have solved the Cauchy’s 
problem for (D) (not its Fourier transform) using a kind of functional 
integral, but we have not been able to generalize this procedure in 3 space 
variables. Here we shall treat (D’), i.e., the Fourier transform of (D) instead 
of (D) itself using the kind of Poisson processes already used in [l, 91. 
We shall generalize (D’) to problem (1) described in the following 
paragraph; this does not change the proof and the treatment is much more 
general. 
2. GENERALIZATION OF DIRAC’S SYSTEM IN MOMENTUM SPACE 
We call p = (pl ,..., p,) an element of R” : these will be the n independant 
variables (momentum variables). The unknown function is a column N 
vector 
which is a function I&, p), f being the time. We define F(p), an N X N 
hermitian matrix function of p alone and r, ,..., r, Y N X N hermitian 
matrices with constant coefftcients and ,ur - - - p,. r measures on R ’ with total 
finite mass 
I PjCdP) < +co* 
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We denote 
where @, * vi)(p) = 1’ vj(p + q)p,.(dq) and consider the Cauchy’s problem 
z&QJ)w+ 
(I! 
~(0. P) = V,(P) given. 
We can always assume that the norm l(Z‘kIj of the matries f, is 1 by 
changing rk in r,/il rk 11 and ,uk in ilf,il pk. We shall impose henceforth 
/IrkI/ = 1. (2) 
Moreover we shall assume the positivity condition 
iu, > O. (2)’ 
This condition (2)’ can be avoided (see Section 6). 
The case of Dirac’s equation (D’) is the particular case of (1) given by 
I1 = 3, N=4. r=5 
f; = yi, l<i<4 
rc =P 
(these matrices are hermitian of norm 1) 
where 6,(dp) is the Dirac measure at p = 0. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF A POISSON MEASURE AND A POISSON PROCESS 
Call S = R’ X R” X (1. 2,..., r}; here R ’ is the time, R” is the momentum 
space, and ( 1, 2,..., T} is the set of indices indexing the measures 
pr.j= l...., r. 
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We def%e on S the measure 
A= dc x i ,aJdp) x 6, 
k=l 
(3) 
where 6, is the Dirac mass at point k in { 1, 2,..., r} and dt the Lebesgue 
measure on R +. We denote m the total (finite) mass of CL= r pk(dp) X 6,. 
Associated with the measure 2, we can define a Poisson measure 
v,(dt x dp x {k}) with the well-known properties: 
(1) for any borelian set C in S, v,(C) is a Poisson variable with 
intensity n(C) and is a measure in C, 
(2) if C, .-. C, are disjoint borelian sets in S, vw(CI),..., v,,,(C,) are 
independant random variables. 
E will denote the mathematical expectation associated to v,; o in Q is a 
sample for v,. We now define a stochastic process in R” by 
p,(t) = P(O) + k$, (0; jpvu(ds x dp x Ikl). 
By the properties of v, this process has independant increments. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONAL 
For any sample u of v,, we define the following N x N matrix 1I4,,,~)(w) 
as the solution of the singular differential equation 
k=l PER” (5) 
where 0 < s < t, d, is the differential in t. The first remark is the following 
LEMMA 1. Mt,,tl(o) is well deJined and is a multiplicative functional in 
the sense that for a.s., w, and s, < s2 < sj 
Proof of Lemma 1. LetusfixwandcallT,rO<T,<T,<.-.<T,< 
T <..+ e+ 1 the time of jumps of CL=, JpeRn v,([O, t] x dp x {k)). Call 
r, = T,, T, = z, + t, ,..., T, = t, + t2 + . . .+ r,, r1 is the first jump time of 
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CL 1 JPER” c,(K-4 fl x dp x IkI), i.e., of the Poisson process N(t) = ~(10. tl x 
R” x (l,..., r}). So it has an exponential law 
Prob(r, > t) = em-“‘. (7) 
Then s2, r3 ,..., r, . . . are all independant variables with the law (7). Let us 
now fix t > 0 and take 1 such that 
T,,=O < T, < .*.< T, < t < T,. , < ... 
(I depends on the sample m). On the intervals ITk. T,, ,I 0 < k < 1 and 
IT,, t[. system (5) is the classical matrix-valued ordinary differential 
equation 
dM,/dt = M,iF( p,(f)), tE IT,. T*+ II (8) 
and has a solution on IT,, T,, i[ which is equal to I,, at t = Tl ; denote M:” 
this solution on IT,, Tkil[. In fact, on IT,, Tk+,I.pw(t)=pw(T,J) is 
independant of t. Moreover, Mik’ is unitary because F is hermitian. Now the 
solution M,o.tl of (5) is just the finite product 
M ,o,t, = Mp;R,Mg,‘R> ... R&f;” (9) 
and R, is the matrix irk,, where k, is such that at time Tj 
I I,tRavw((7‘i-T,~)Xdpx {k})= 1 
I vm((Tj-TTJ)XdpX (k})=O DER” if k f ki. 
NOW (6) is evident by the product formula (9) and by well known properties 
of (8). Moreover, I/iT,/( is less than 1 by our hypothesis; in particular 
LEMMA 2. We have IIM,,,,,(w)lI < 1 where /I I/ is the norm of N X N 
matrices. 
5. REPRESENTATION OF THE SOLUTION OF CAUCHY'S PROBLEM 
(a) We have now all basic ingredients to write down the probabilistic 
formula for Cauchy’s problem (l), namely, we have constructed the process 
p,(t) given by (4) and the multiplicative functional of the Poisson measure 
given by (5). We can define 
@(t, ~0, w,) = W4,,.,,(w) + w,(P,(t))iPw(O) = PC,). (lOi 
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(b) First of all, it is clear that this is a converging integral if we take 
v0 bounded, say, because of Lemma 2. 
(c) Then, we can verify easily that formula (10) gives a semi-group in 
t. In fact, let s < t; call B, the a-algebra of events depending only of the past 
of s. Because of Lemma 1, (6), we obtain 
and by (10) 
w, PO? wo) = E(~,o,,l(w)~(MI,,,,(~)y/o(P,(t))IB,)I P,(O) = PO>. (11) 
But by markovian property of V, we can say that the conditional expec- 
tation 
E(M,,,,1(“)Wo(P,(t)IB,) 
= E(Mlo,,~,,(w’)~o(P”,(t - s>>l P,@) = P,(S)> (12) 
(here we use that the joint process (p,(t), (I v,([O, t] X dp X k),J is a 
Markovian process on R” X N’). If we now replace (12) in (1 l), we obtain 
exactly 
@(t, PO, v/o) = @(s, PO, w - s9 * 3 wo>> (13) 
which is the semigroup property. 
(d) Clearly, when t + Of, we have by formula (10) 
@K PO, wo) --$ Wo(Po). (14) 
In fact, almost surely, because the first jump time T, of the measure v is 
finite and >O, p,(t)+ po, and Mto,ll(~)+ IN. If w. is continuous and 
bounded, by Lebesgue theorem and Lemma 2, we obtain (14). 
(e) What remains to be checked is the equation satisfied by @; 
because of the semigroup property (13), it is sufficient to study (~@/i3t)ll=o, 
i.e., at time t = 0. 
We always call T, the first jump time of v (or equivalently of p,(t)) and 
we obtain 
WY PO? wo) = @I + @2 
@, = ~(~,o,t,(w)Wo(P,(t>>1,,,.,,lP,(O) = PO) 
@2 = ~(~ro,ll(o>v/o(P,(t)>1,,,<,, I P,(O) = PO). 
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LEMMA 3. We have 
Qp, = e~m’M~o)tyo(po), 
dM)” 
where (17) dt = Mj” . iF( p,). (16) 
Proof of” Lemma 3. On the event (T, > t} (which has the probability 
e mr by (711, p,(t) 1s constant equal to p,(O) = p. and Mio,rl(w) is given by 
(5) without any jump contribution, so it is MI” defined by (8) for 
0 < t < T, . so M,“,,, (Co) = MjO’ and tyo(p,(t)) = u/,(p,) are certain, and 
@I = NO’ Vo(Po)E( 1 rT,.,,> = MI”‘vu,(po)em m’. 
(f) We now consider Q2; call B,, (sup: BTI) the a-algebra of events 
depending only on the past of T, (resp: of strict past of T, , namely, of what 
happens from 0 until the time of first collision excluded). 
On (T, < t), we have by (8) 
(where M,,,,,, is the solution of (5) but does not contain the contribution of 
the first jump, which is R, according to our previous notations). Then 
@z =Wf’,O 117.1<I,R,E(M,~,.I,(0)Wo(Po,(t)) lB,r,)l P,(O) = PO). (18) 
Now p,(t) = p. + dp + CL, r I:, jRi pv(ds x dp x (k)), where dp is the jump 
at time T, . In (18) the inside conditional expectation is, by Markov property 
and by the definition of @. 
E(M,o,,~,,,(w’)li/o(P,,(t - T,))~P,@) = PO +AP) 
= @(r - T, , PO + AP, wo) 
so that we have 
@* = E(M’,OI’ 1 W&I @Cl - T, 1 PO + AP, wo)l P,(O) = ~0). 
Now because of the definition of 1 by (3) and the construction of r we see 
that the probability that T, is in ds is me Pms ds, that MpI’ is given by (I 7) 
and that the joint probabiliy that the jump occur for dp and k is (l/m) zk , 
,uu,(dp) x 6,. so that 
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Now we differentiate at t = 0 (16) and (19) 
a*, 
at = --mWo(Po) + iJ?Po)Vo(Po) t=o 
a@, 
at t=o 
= f irk J 
kel 
@(O, PO + PY Vo).4(~P) 
PER’ 
wo(po + P)P&P) = i iG4 * wo) 
k=l 
SO 
and we obtain finally 
THEOREM. The solution of Cauchy’s problem (1) is given by 
v& PO) = e”‘~(~ro,tl(~)~o(p,(t)Ip,(0) = PO). (21) 
Remark. We see here that the presence of l/i in the left hand side of 
Eq. (I) is extremely important to assure the convergence of formula (21). 
Without his i, we could not say that ~~Mlo,tl(u)~l < 1 and we could not say 
that (21) gives a finite result (except if F(p) has a special sign, which is not 
the case in Dirac’s equation, for example). So the i is extremely important 
(and moreover, it is what physics tells us to write!) 
6. THE CASE WHERE MEASURE,U~ ARE NOT ALL POSITIVE 
(a) In general, system (1) does not have all pk > 0 and all rk of norm 
less than 1. But, then we change rk in r,/jlr,ll and pk in j\rkll ,uk, so that the 
new rk have norm 1 and the Ilr,il will contribute to the construction of the 
Poisson measure. 
(b) Now, we suppose that is done. We can write 
pk@b) = e’ek(P) bk(&) I 
where B,(p) is a real function of p. Then, we construct the Poisson measures 
and Poisson processes associated to the measure 
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The M,,,,,(w) has to be replaced by 
7. APPLICATION TO A L” BOUND 
Let us consider the solution of Cauchy problem (1) with initial data v/,) 
supposed to be bounded and continuous; call t,~(t, p) this solution. Then we 
have 
COROLLARY. 
The proof of this corollary is trivial by formula (21). Namely, we have 
II v(h po)/I G em’~(II~lo,,l(~)ll IIw~(P~(~))IP,,(O~ = PJ 
G em1 II vollLx 
because llMLo,tlll <1. 
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